A real-time road-direction point detection model is developed based on convolutional neural network architecture which can adapt to complex environment. Firstly, the concept of road-direction point is defined for either single road or crossroad. For single road, the predicted road-direction point can serve as a guiding point for a self-driving vehicle to go ahead. In the situation of crossroad, multiple road-direction points can also be detected which will help this vehicle to make a choice from possible directions. Meanwhile, different types of road surface can be classified by this model for both paved roads and unpaved roads. This information will be beneficial for a self-driving vehicle to speed up or slow down according to various road conditions. Finally, the performance of this model is evaluated on different platforms including Jetson TX1. The processing speed can reach 12 FPS on this portable embedded system so that it provides an effective and economic solution of road-direction estimation in the applications of autonomous navigation.
Introduction
In recent years, the research on self-driving vehicle has been a hot area in either academic or industrial fields. It is expected that self-driving vehicles can make our lives better with safer driving, no traffic jam and less accidents [1] , [2] .
Road detection is a significant component for building an autonomous navigation system in self-driving vehicle applications [3] . With the development of computer vision, vision-based road detection models are widely investigated and can provide effective and economic solutions for road perception in an autonomous navigation system compared with other sensors like lidar. To allow a computer to perceive the road in front of it, it is important to consider how to describe this road by the ways to which this computer is familiar. There are many forms to represent one road path in a 2D image including the vanishing point of one road, road boundaries, road appearance and textures on the road surface etc [4] - [7] .
Vanishing point is a simple but effective way to represent straight road direction. It refers to the intersection of the left and right road boundaries in 2D image. The cor- rect detection of vanishing point can provide a reference direction for guiding a self-driving vehicle to go ahead. The early investigations on vanishing point estimation mainly focus on structured roads which are respect to the roads with clear boundaries, plain surface, regular shape and even lane markings. In particular, the vanishing point detection of straight road has been successfully solved through gradient based methods combined with Hough transform algorithm [8] , [9] . However, in practical applications, a selfdriving vehicle may encounter complex environment from single roads to crossroads, and also covering unstructured roads besides structured roads. Many researches have been launched to build models adaptive to unstructured road condition. Based on Haar features, [10] proposed a vanishing point detection method by extracting texture with multi-scale and multi-orientation filters. [11] proposed a scheme of adaptive soft voting to detect vanishing point through confidence weighted Gabor kernels. [12] applied only four directions of Gabor filters to estimate dominant orientations which can speed up convolutional processing. [13] developed a model by combining binaryapproximated Gabor filters and a cascaded voting scheme to reduce computational complexity for vanishing point prediction with less time cost. [14] proposed a noise-insensitive observation model through Gabor filters with better performance in terms of accuracy and speed. However, most of them utilize Gabor filters to extract texture features with a result that lots of parameters must be designed by hand in advance. It is not convenient for practical applications. Additionally, those models just apply shallow features from Haar or Gabor filters and have not considered abstract or high order features from hierarchical structure. Moreover, the above models only focus on one vanishing point estimation for single road. In complex environment, a self-driving vehicle may encounter various types of road junctions. It needs to detect different road paths and choose the right one. Under crossroad situation, those models can not easily extend to detect multiple road directions. Therefore, in this paper, we develop a CNN-based road-direction point detection model. This model can not only detect one road-direction point for single road but also adapt to multiple road-direction points detection in crossroad case. In addition, we facilitate this model to classify different types of road surface including the paved and unpaved roads in complex environment. Its performance is evaluated by precision-recall curve. The normalized Euclid distance error is also computed for performance compari-Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers son. Finally, the runtime performance is assessed on different platforms, especially on Jetson TX1. It proves that this model can provide a real time solution for road-direction prediction in a self-driving vehicle system.
Method

Road-Direction Point Representation
In this paper, we introduce the concept of road-direction point to represent the directions of the straight road, the curved road and road paths in crossroad. Particularly, for the straight road, the road-direction point is equivalent to the traditional vanishing point which is the intersection of two road boundaries, as in part (a) of Fig. 1 . For the case of curved road, the road-direction point mainly refers to the position where the road vanishes along its two roadsides, as in part (b) of Fig. 1 . For the crossroad situation, one roaddirection point is utilized to describe each road path. However, due to the limited field of view from camera, the complete appearance of certain road path is usually unavailable. This leads to the difficulty of representing the directions of road paths in the crossroad situation. Generally, there are three cases: 1) If both roadsides of certain road path and their intersection are visible in an image, the road-direction point is defined as the intersection of the left and right roadsides, as in the right road in part (c) and the left road in part (e). For short, we denote this point as Type-A point. 2) If both roadsides of certain road path are visible but they do not intersect inside the image, the road-direction point is defined as the intersection between the upper roadside and the related edge of the image, as in the left road in part (d). We denote this point as Type-B point. 3) If only the upper roadside is visible while the lower roadside is invisible, there are usually two situations: the lower roadside is out of the camera field of view, then the road-direction point is also defined as the intersection between the upper roadside and the related edge of the image as in the left road in part (c). Or the lower roadside is covered by other object like weed, then the road-direction point is defined as the intersection between the upper roadside and the object, as in the right road in part (e). If there are multiple intersections, the last one is defined as the road-direction point along the direction of road vanishing, as in the left road in part (f). The outline of weed intersects with the upper roadside of the left road with two intersections. The last intersection refers to the left one. We denote this point as Type-C point. This definition of road-direction point is useful for direction estimation even in the crossroad situation for self-driving vehicle applications.
In Fig. 1 , red points are drawn to annotate different road directions under the straight road, the curved road and crossroad situations. In addition, two types of road surface are defined for classification: the paved road and the unpaved road in this paper. Especially, the paved road mainly refers to the road which is characterized of plain surface and clear road boundaries such as the highway roads, urban main streets and some country roads, as shown in the part (a), (b), (d) and (f) in Fig. 1 . And the unpaved road is mainly related to the road which belongs to the dirt road or gravel road in offroad environment. This type of road has blurred boundaries, irregular shapes and rugged surface, as shown in the part (c) and (e) in Fig. 1 .
Design of Model
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) based models [15] - [20] are becoming popular in either academic or industrial domains because those models are showing promising applications in the field of image recognition, object detection, speech recognition, even natural language processing.
In the construction of a self-driving vehicle, visual perception always places an important role for understanding its surroundings, especially knowing where the road is. To solve the problem of road-direction point detection, particularly under crossroad situation, a CNN based model is developed to detect multiple road-direction points in this paper. Meanwhile, we also expect that this model can distinguish different types of road surface for speed controlling.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we apply a convolutional neural network to extract features through successive stages. During the training phase, the convolutional layers will learn to construct groups of filters associated with the structures or patterns hidden inside the input data. ReLu activation func- tion is used to relieve gradient diffusion problem and speed up convergence. Pooling layers will strengthen the property of transformation invariance. Finally, inner product layers or fully connected layers are utilized to integrate all the information from the last feature maps for the final prediction. The context to be predicted includes the road confidence, road-direction point position and road surface category.
To detect possible positions of potential road-direction points in an image, we enable the model to predict roaddirection points at multiple locations. Inspired by a CNNbased detection model called YOLO [20] , which is designed to detect specific-category objects annotated by predicted bounding boxes, the positions for predicting road-direction points are located inside m 2 grid cells. The grid is with the size of m × m on original image by evenly partitioning m 2 cells on horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
The total m 2 grid cells are corresponding to m 2 parts in the final predicted vector. Given that each grid cell is responsible for predicting one road-direction point, the context to be predicted of each part includes the confidence of road presence. It refers to the probability of a road-direction point which occurs inside that cell with respect to this part. It represents a potential road direction related to this roaddirection point. Additionally, the part also includes the position information of this point. The position of every roaddirection point is represented by its coordinates x and y relative to the bounds of that grid cell. Moreover, the category information is also included depending on the two types of road surface. As a result, the total dimension of the predicted vector in final layer is 5m 2 .
Loss Function
Convolutional neural network is always trained through back propagation method under supervised learning mode. Loss function places an important role in neural network training procedure through guiding the weight updating to our expected direction. In this road-direction point detection model, the multi-part loss function we applied consists of three components including the presence confidence, position coordinate of road-direction point, and category information about types of road surface, as in Eq. (1). The three components adopt sum-squared error to optimize.
Loss = loss con + loss vp + loss class
(1)
As shown in (2), the first part reflects the presence confidence of each road-direction point in every grid cell. 1 p i equals to 1 if the ith cell is responsible for predicting the road-direction point otherwise 0. 1 np i takes the opposite case of 1 p i . C i refers to the prediction value of confidence of the ith cell while C * i denotes the ground truth confidence. λ p and λ np weight two sum-squared errors respectively with respect to the presence and absence of road-direction points. Generally, most of grid cells do not have any road-direction point even in the crossroad case. Therefore, λ p should be set larger than λ np to guarantee that the gradient from cell that contains road-direction point can be sufficiently large for back propagation.
The second component is weighted by λ v which penalizes road-direction point coordinate error. In each grid cell, only one road-direction point is predicted. For the ith point, x i and y i denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively while x * i and y * i denote the corresponding ground truth values.
The third component minimizes category error for each road-direction point and it is weighted by λ c . p i (c) denotes the predicted probability for category c in the ith cell while p * i (c) refers to the corresponding ground truth value.
Non-Maximum Suppression
Non-maximum suppression is a greedy algorithm and is widely used to eliminate overlapping bounding boxes of the same instance for object detection problems [21] . In view of its efficiency, we apply its procedure to reject repeated road-direction points of the same road. In this model, each predicted road-direction point includes its confidence probability, position coordinate and category information. Given that this model is trained to classify two types of road surface, we sort all the detected road-direction points for each category independently by their confidence value, then choose the highest confidence score as a candidate and eliminate all the road-direction points from the remaining if their Euclid distance to any candidate is less than a specific threshold (we set 0.2 in this paper). Choose the next candidate and do the same elimination procedure until the end. As a result, we can exclude neighboring road-direction points which are likely related to the same road and only select the highest scoring road-direction point as the final winner. 
Training of This Model
Considering real-time application, we apply a small neural network to this model which is called Fast YOLO in [20] . It consists of nine convolutional layers followed by three inner-product layers. The input image will be uniformly resized into the size of 448 × 448. To speed up convergence, the network is initialized by a pre-trained model at the beginning of training. During the training procedure, the model will be trained on the training data while tested on validation data to prevent over fitting. In addition, tuning the most optimal combination of all hyper parameters for this model is a difficult task. In this paper, the setting of hyper parameters is referenced in [20] . Final results indicate that this modest optimal model can achieve a satisfactory performance. The hyper parameters of this model are set as in Table 1 .
Experiment Results
Design of Dataset about Road
The dataset for training this road-direction point detection model consists of three components: training data, validation data and test data. The sizes of these three partitioned dataset are 7250, 1110 and 3417 respectively. The source of this dataset about road is diverse including field photographing, collection on Internet like Youku video, and capturing images from automobile recorders. In particular, this dataset is further categorized into two classes according to different types of road surface: the paved road and the unpaved road in this paper. Table 2 also shows the details about the distribution of these two categories for the training, validation and test data.
In order to allow this model to adapt to complex environment, we make our dataset cover a variety of scenarios which contain highway, community, mountain, rural, crosscountry, highland and so on. It is expected that various scenarios of road environment for training will guide the model learn to generalize to diverse kinds of requirement in practical applications. Crossroad situation is also included in this dataset to teach the model learn to detect multiple road- direction points in the same image.
We manually annotate the ground truth of the dataset according to the definition of road-direction point. For the straight road, the road-direction point is labeled at the intersection of two roadsides. For the cured road, it is located in the position where the road vanishes along its two roadsides. For the case of crossroad, multiple road-direction points are labeled for each road path in the same image. We annotate road-direction point according to the three types of definition mentioned in Sect. 2.1. We have three annotators for each image. They have been instructed to annotate the images according to the definition. Final full checks have been made to ensure all the annotations are valid. Since the images from our dataset have various sizes, all the horizontal and vertical coordinates of labeled road-direction points are divided by the width and height of the corresponding image respectively for normalization.
We also make a statistical analysis about the Euclid distance of two road-direction points under crossroad situation on training set, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . From the histogram result, most of distances are larger than 0.1. It means that 0.1 can be considered as the smallest distance to distinguish two road-direction points for two different road paths.
From this result, we set the threshold for nonmaximum suppression in Sect. 2.4 to be 0.2 which is slightly larger than the above smallest distance with a margin of 0.1. Using a higher threshold can reduce false-positive detection of road-direction points. It means that two predicted roaddirection points will be considered redundant prediction of the same road path if their distance is less than 0.2. Figure 4 illustrates the loss-iterations curves of this roaddirection point detection model on training and validation dataset. From the simulation results, it indicates that 40000 iterations are sufficient for this model to converge. The tendency of loss-iterations curve on validation data demonstrates that this model has not suffered from over fitting problem. Based on this training procedure, the performance of this model is evaluated in the following sections.
Model Simulation
Performance Evaluation
Given that we use a road-direction point to represent one road path, we expect that the predicted position of roaddirection point is as close as possible to the ground truth position. However, how can we judge one predicted roaddirection point as true or false detection of one road? According to the histogram of distance between two roaddirection points under crossroad situation in Fig. 3 , the length of 0.1 is the smallest distance to distinguish two road paths. Therefore, we apply 0.05 as the threshold in this paper to judge one predicted road-direction point as false detection if its Euclid distance to the corresponding ground truth position is not less than this threshold. This threshold is not fixed and can vary according to different requirements in practical applications. Additionally, repeated detection of the same road is not allowed so all the redundant predicted road-direction points are also considered as false detection.
By this measuring definition, precision-recall (PR) curve is applied for performance evaluation in this paper. Average performance (AP), which is computed from the area under the PR curve, is utilized to assess the overall performance of this model. With respect to two types of road surface to be classified by this model, we evaluate performance for each category independently. For the case of paved road, the average performance achieves 83.5%, as denoted by the black curve shown in Fig. 5 . On the other hand, the unpaved road situation is with inferior performance and the AP value only gets 69.6%. The ambiguous road boundaries, complex varieties of road surface and irregular road shapes may account for the reason why the unpaved road case performs less well than the paved road case. Combining the above results, the mean average performance (mAP) on the test data is 76.6%.
Average performance of this model is also evaluated separately according to different road shapes. For the straight road, the cured road and the crossroad cases, the corresponding AP values are 81.7%, 69.5% and 71.2% re- spectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . It indicates that road-direction point of straight road is easier to estimate compared with the curved road and crossroad. Therefore, the mAP value achieves 74.1% in view of three types of road shape.
Furthermore, some examples of road-direction point prediction from this model are illustrated from Fig. 9 to Fig. 11 . In Fig. 9 , all the road-direction points under paved road case are correctly estimated. In Fig. 10 , the correct predictions are with respect to the case of unpaved road. In Fig. 11 , two types of wrong predictions are also shown including the classification error about the road surface and the predicted position error where the Euclid distance between the estimated and ground truth points is larger than the predefined threshold 0.05. Prediction of road-direction point is also missed for certain road path. These results demonstrate that this road-direction point detection model is adaptive to a variety of scenarios including single roads, the curved roads and crossroads, and from structured roads to unstructured roads. It can serve as a useful module for offering a reasonable direction to guide a self-driving vehicle even under crossroad situation.
Performance Comparison
In order to compare our method with traditional texturebased vanishing point detection methods, we use normalized Euclid distance error (NormDist Error) as introduced in [12] to evaluate performance. This distance error is defined as the Euclid distance between the estimated and ground truth vanishing point positions divided by the diagonal length of the whole image. On the other hand, the traditional texturebased vanishing point detection models were designed to detect only one vanishing point for single road in one image. In addition, the traditional definition of vanishing point for the cured road is different from ours. Therefore, the images of straight road from our test data are firstly utilized for performance comparison.
In Figs. 7 and 8 , histogram statistics are made about the normalized Euclid distance error for both paved and unpaved categories respectively. Each histogram statistics is with 11 bins for one method. In particular, the last bin also contains all the normalized distance errors greater than 0.1. Both cases demonstrate that our method obtains higher ac- curacy for road-direction or vanishing point estimation of straight road as well as lower rate of false-positive detection compared with other traditional methods. Due to shallow features extracted by these texture-based models, the voted road-direction points are sensitive to regular shapes appeared in non-road regions, such as lines of trees or buildings along road edges. Meanwhile, the voting schemes they applied have ignored the global information of the whole image which is useful to eliminate certain false detections. These reasons account for their inferior performance. The upward tails in the last bin in Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate a great number of false-positive detections on the test data. If not considering the case of all false-positive detections, the mean values of NormDist Error for each method is computed as in Table 3 under both paved and unpaved road conditions. The results also reflects that the road-direction points from unpaved roads with unclear roadsides and complex appearance are more difficult to predict and locate.
To evaluate the performance of road-direction point detection in the crossroad case with two road paths, we compare the average NormDist Errors between the proposed method and other traditional methods. We apply several traditional methods to extract features including Sobel-based gradient features, PCA-based features and HOG-based features. Those features are individually used for predicting the locations of road-direction points by support vector machine (SVM) regressors. In particular, all images are uniformly resized to be 100×100. The sobel-based gradient features contain 20000 dimensions. The PCA-based features have 850 dimensions which occupy 90% energy. And the HOG-based features have 10368 dimensions. The predicted 4-dimension vector contains the coordinates of the road-direction points from the left and right road paths. All images with two road paths are selected to form new training, validation and test data. The sizes of the three datasets are 1025, 48 and 357 respectively. The average NormDist Error comparison results on test data are illustrated in Table 4 , which demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the traditional methods and achieves higher prediction precision. It also indicates that high order features from hierarchical structures are more discriminative and effective than shallow features Examples of road-direction point prediction but with some mistakes. The white hollow circle represents the ground truth position. The blue filled rectangle or circle refers to the wrong prediction because the error distance is larger than the predefined threshold 0.05. In the first picture, the prediction about category is not correct. In the second picture, the predicted category for the left path is wrong while the prediction of the point for right path is missed. In the remaining pictures, the predicted position is outside the accepted range according to the threshold of 0.05. (Parts of original images are from Youku video) for position prediction.
Runtime Comparison
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) provide an alternative to speed up the implementation of the design of convolutional neural networks. Powerful computation ability from large-scale parallel also facilitates the applications of CNN structures with real-time performance. Jetson TX1, a portable GPU-based embedded system for deep learning development, is available to deploy CNN-based models in the domain of self-driving vehicle. We evaluate the runtime performance of this road-direction point detection model on different platforms under both CPU and GPU modes. The In view of a self-driving system, TX1 provides a portable way to deploy CNN-based algorithm. It is expected that this model could offer a choice for real-time applications in the field of autonomous navigation.
Discussion
From the simulation results of this road-direction point detection model, we can learn that the introduced roaddirection point can be well estimated for three types of road shape. Particularly, the Type-B and Type-C road-direction points are predictable even when the related road paths have no complete appearance in the crossroad situation. Three aspects can account for the consistent and trainable properties for the Type-B and Type-C points with different camera views: 1) CNN itself has the character of extracting invariant features through convolutional and max-pooling operations. Invariant features can tolerate transforms to some extent.
2) The design of grid enable each cell is only responsible for detecting road-direction point within the predefined subregion. Although road-direction point can appear in different positions according to the moving of camera or different ways of image cropping, there is always one cell that wants to predict its position if the point falls into its controlled subregion. 3) These Type-B and Type-C points have relatively stable features. It always appears in the left side or the right side of image. So the portion of the final vector with respect to the left side and right side cells in the grid will have more chances to be trained to predict this kind of road-direction points.
In addition, the dominant features of road-direction point are roadside direction and the color around its neighbor. In the first convolutional layer, a bank of kernels usually learn to respond edges with different directions. If the directions of two roadsides are similar, they should activate the same kernel with that direction for either Type-A, Type-B or Type-C point. We can say that three types of road-direction point can share feature on this roadside direction in the first layer of CNN. Color is another property that three types of points can share if they have similar color patches. Therefore, they can be represented by distributed features in the shallow layers. In deeper layers, those distributed features will be combined to form more abstract and discriminative features. Since Type-B and Type-C points are more likely in the left or right side of image, the parts related to these regions in the final vector will be statistically associated with the high-order features occurred in the left or right side of feature maps. As a result, high-order features and position information are combined together for the final prediction about the confidence, category and road-direction point position. Therefore, the definitions of Type-B and Type-C points are feasible which make the direction representation available for multiple road paths in the crossroad situation.
Conclusion
In this paper, a real time CNN-based road-direction point detection model is built by which one road-direction point is predicted for single road while multiple road-direction points can also be detected for different road paths under crossroad situation. In addition, this model can distinguish different types of road surface, namely the paved road and unpaved road, for speed controlling. From the simulation results, the performance for the paved road case is better than that for the case of unpaved road. The mean average performance can achieve 76.6% on the test data according to the precision recall curves. In view of different road shapes, the mean average performance can obtain 74.1%. Statistics are made as well about the normalized Euclid distance error for perform comparison. Finally, the time costs are compared on different platforms where this model achieves 12 FPS on Jetson TX1. It demonstrates that it can offer a real-time, efficient and economic solution of road-direction estimation for a self-driving vehicle under complex environment.
